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Rock It 

Queenlike a

From movies to music to television,  

Queen Latifah is a Black girl who rocks.   

Confident and beautiful—her strength inspires  

other women to embrace their power.

Catch our favorite Queen as she gets ready  

to rule daytime television on The Queen Latifah 

Show, premiering September 16th. Then  

grab your own spotlight with her best tips 

for looking great—on camera and off.   

To find local listings and airdates for 
The Queen Latifah Show, visit COVERGIRL.com

The Queen Latifah Show

The “N” and “H” should 
never get any shorter than 
shown here, but they can 
extend as far as needed. 
Alternatively, the “T,” the 
“U,” the “F” and the “I” are 
also able to extend up and 
down to fit certain 
applications. Please see 
imagery section of the 
presentation for specific 
examples of use.
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Perfect Your Pout
You’ll always be ready to  
flash a star-quality smile  
with Queen Latifah’s top  
lip pick—COVERGIRL  
Queen Collection Jumbo  
Gloss Balm. The easy  
twist-up is perfect for 
touch ups between takes  
or on the go. And the  
rainbow of eye-catching  
shades, infused with Shea  
and Mango butters,  
means lips are stylish,  
soft and nourished. 

Close Up Ready
Get Queen Latifah’s trademark  
flawless skin with COVERGIRL  
Queen Collection All Day  
Flawless 3-in-1 Foundation.   
This one step wonder combines  
the essence of a liquid with  
concealer and powder for a  
flawless queen-worthy look.   
With 14 gorgeous shades,  
every woman can meet her  
match to rock shine-free,  
natural coverage all day. 

Lash Out
Say see ya’ to false lashes and take yours to amazing 
lengths with Queen Latifah’s fav COVERGIRL Clump 
Crusher Extensions Mascara. Sweep on to get the  
look of lash extensions, with zero clumps.   

Bronzed Beauty
Natural, fresh, breathable, get Queen Latifah’s clean,  
matte finish and soft blush of color with COVERGIRL  
Clean Whipped Crème™ Foundation, Clean Glow™  

Blush and Bronzer. 


